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Abstract – As the Emergent technology in the IT world, Cloud Computing has spread over different facets of IT industry in software, platform & Infrastructure as service streams. The skill allows us to store the data in the place where we are allow access it anywhere and anytime we need. Its popularity is in its peak because of its potential and services given to use for cheap cost by Cloud Service Providers. as the technology is more complex and its internal organization is clumsy still today, many challenges it has faced and still facing in the terms of availability and many more but most challenges are faced regarding the security of e data stored by the user in cloud. There are many methodologies are introduced for overcoming the security issues. Auditing systems are the system which is intended to work on the security issues which utilizes complex and secure algorithms. Public Auditing & Private Auditing are the auditing systems used. This paper shows the Batch Auditing Systems from the beginning and present ongoing researches on it.
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1. INTRODUCTION

With the entry of cloud computing which give foundation, stage, programming and different administrations for cloud clients, individuals can without much of a stretch access to less expensive and all the more capable processors and capacity. Client can facilitate the weight of putting away colossal information in neighborhood frameworks, with the cloud computing worldview client can ready to store the information into cloud and can recover at whatever point client needs. The cloud demonstrate has inspired industry and the scholarly community to receive distributed computing to have a wide range of uses running from high computationally concentrated applications down to light weight administrations. As per a Gartner study on distributed computing incomes, the cloud market was worth USD 58.6B in 2009, is required to be USD 68B in 2010 and will reach USD 148B by 2014. These incomes infer that cloud computing is a promising stage. Then again, it builds the assailants’ enthusiasm for finding existing vulnerabilities in the model. Regardless of the potential advantages and incomes that could be picked up from the distributed computing model, the model still has a considerable measure of open issues that effect the model respectability and inescapability. Merchant secure, multi-tenure and disconnection, information administration, benefit compactness, flexibility motors, SLA administration, and cloud security.

The Cloud computing paradigm is built on several important modules among them the most important are:

- Cloud User
- Cloud Service Provider and
- Third party Auditor

The First two components are the basic and more important. Cloud User is one who Uses the services provided by the Cloud service providers. And the basic, managing services, maintaining & storing data are done by cloud service provider who provides services for user. The third party auditor comes when the cloud is seen in the security perspective of both user and Provider. He is the entity who is independent and has connected to both User and the cloud service provider, and has the most experience and capability on the verification which is the aim of auditing and solution to the security issues.

2. RELATED WORKS

There are many papers, Methods, Techniques are proposed in the view of Auditing for security purpose of cloud storage.

Before that let us know the Existing auditing systems in use:

- Public Auditing
- Private Auditing

These two types of auditing are most popular. Private auditing allows user to challenge the provider to check the integrity of his data. In single task high efficiency is achievable in this case but it is burden to user although efficiency is high.

Public auditing scheme allows data owner i.e. user to delegate a component who is expertise in it and most promotable and trustworthy next to Provider. And with the help of Component he/she can check their integrity. The component is TPA known as Third Party Auditor.

According to Ateniese’s the Provable data Possession model, defines the public auditing using the technique which uses RSA based homomorphic tag. This is the first model to define the public auditing. The Tag length is 1024 bits long and also it solves the private validation problem.

According to Juels and Kaliski the method which uses the BLS signature and pseudorandom function which they proposed popularly known as “Proof of Retrivrability” in which the
signature length is 160bts long and query time to challenges is limited to limit secret keys. Its working is high potential and heavy that they can't be done is smaller platforms like mobiles, cellphones etc....

According the Shah who is from HP company puts a new plan to this and gives "Auditing to keep online storage services honest" where the concept of TPA came to existence. He says the user need to delegate the Thirdparty who is expertise in this at sk. TPA, the MAC keys are used in this plan.

"privacy- preserving public data auditing by using homomorphic authenticator with random masking" is the new method realized by Wang in this technique user need not be online always.

Wang improves the "Proof of retrievability" model and uses Merkley Hash Tree to complete dynamic data operations such as data modification, data insertion and data deletion for cloud data storage.

Moreover, Wang also explores the technology of Bi-linear aggregate signature to realize batch auditing. The data dynamic auditing scheme meets the users' demand of data operation and greatly improves Cloud Computing's computing efficiency when dealing with huge amount of data.

At present the Aggregate signature technique is used in verification, the technique is composed of Bi-linear aggregate signature technique where the data from different users are digitally signed by the different signers are aggregated into single signature if the aggregate signatures passes the verification then the data correspond to that signature are not affected. If in case it doesn't pass the verification then it is the job of TPA to verify it one by one.

3. METHODOLOGY

The Bi-linear aggregate method is fast and efficient but it fails when the Aggregate signature do not pass the verification at this moment the verifier should verify one by one, which for small piece of data. Since the data is huge in realtime and Many users are using it on same time. So a method or technique is need to overcome this problem. In this context, a new method is proposed which uses the Map reduce framework for this [1]. In this proposed system Auditing is done in two phases

In first phase the user request the TPA(Third Party Auditor) to check whether his/her file is safe or not. As soon as request is recived form user. TPA challenges the CSP. CSP sends the data related to TPA request which is called proof. TPA check the data and replies to user with TRUE/FALSE.

If not it should verify it. At this particular point the map reduce framework is introduce in order to map the signatures with data and reduce it to check TRUE/FALSE.

MAP function

\[
\text{Map}(\text{Text value, Context context})
\]

Input: PKFile_1, ..., paramFile_1, ...

Output: <dataTag, PK_1>, ..., <dataTag, Para_1>, ...

REDUCE function

Output: K results of <dataTag, true/false>

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have come across different process of the advancement and advancement in the existing methods in batch auditing for cloud storage from the early days. The initial techniques from Provable data Possession to the Bi-linear aggregate signature technique. the security challenges are minimized to some extent but not completely. In this view we also seen the new technique of MapReduce framework incorporated in the existing Batch Auditing system. From early time the performance and efficiency are increased more but he integrity verification pace is still is in its slower rate. A new method can be introduced in view of process which computes parallely and many advancements can be made in various, small, and complex part of cloud paradigm.
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